
WORKSHOP TITLE: Environmental art

Justification:
To use elements of the earth and the nature in an artistic way
To make known what an environmental art is
The final artistical product should reflect the country it was made in by using local
elements of flora and nature.
To celebrate the element of earth (topic) by using the elements of nature. To make
someone happy.

Materials needed:
-Materials you can find from the location
you decide to do this workshop
- Make sure you are using materials you
are allowed to use without damaging the
nature.

-For this workshop you can use for
example: sand and rocks of different colors
and textures, leaf’s, flowers, branches,
cones, needles, fruits, berries, grass,
shells…

Resources created by Finnish Team:
● Digital presentation: LINK

Time and location:
- Find a good location to do this workshop outside with as rich variety of elements of the
earth and flora as possible
-You should execute this workshop without harming the environment and only use
materials that you are allowed to use
-The time can be anything between 15-45min. Every school can set the timeline as they
want.

Procedure:



Step1: Planning and preparation. Think of the right location to do this beforehand. Think
what kind of elements of nature you can most possibly find there and what kind of
environmental art you can do there.

Step2: Do some research and find a picture representing the earth (the globe). You can
print it as a preference if you want. There is also a reference picture from Finland you can
print if you want.
Step3: Go to the location that you chose:  a school yard, a park, a beach, a forest etc. You
should have the picture with you or just look it up from your phone.
Step4: Using the materials that you can find from location you should make a presentation
of the earth/globe. Use leaf’s, sand, rocks, flowers etc.
Step5: When ready, take a picture of the globe made out of the elements of nature that
you can find from your country and if post the foto on Instagram.

Other relevant information:
Be careful not to harm nature.

If the method of the environmental art is not familiar with you it is possible to research
more reference pictures with a word “environmental art”
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